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The New Zealand terrestrial glacial record and that of the Dry Valleys area, McMurdo Sound, Antarctica are compared in a chronological
table of events. The Antarctic chronology given is that of a stable East Antarctic Ice Sheet hypothesis, while an alternative postulates a
Pliocene collapse ofthe ice sheet. Whereas the New Zealand record commences at about 2.5 Ma, the Antarctic record commences in detail
at 15 Ma. Following the New Zealand late Pliocene glacial events, a hiatus of over one million years occurs where the combined effects
of uplift and erosion have almost entirely removed the terrestrial record. The ages of the Antarctic sequence have been determined by Ar/
Ar dates of volcanic ash associated with the deposits, while the older New Zealand events have been dated by association with fluctuating
sea levels and sequence counts. Younger New Zealand events are relatively well constrained by radiometric dares. The New Zealand
Pleistocene concludes with a rapid warming at c. 14 ka which heralded the demise of the huge Pleistocene glaciers, while in Antarctica
the end of the Pleistocene is marked by the disappearance of marine Ross Sea ice.
Key Words: glacial chronology, glacial geology, Antarctica, Dry Valleys, New Zealand

INTRODUCTION
The stones oftheAntarctic dance in the katabatic
disco to the eternal tunes of the thermal shujfie
and permafrost creep. [author)

The Character of Antarctic Glaciations
Glacial processes occurring in Antarctica have fundamental
differences from those operating in temperate areas, and
these differences lead to differing responses to global climate
changes. Antarctic air and ice temperatures are normally so
low that there is no melt of any significance, and a climate
warming serves only to increase snowfalls, so that advance
rather than retreat is the glacier response.
Ice of dry-based or polar glaciers is below pressure melting
point and is frozen to the glacier bed. Such slow-moving,
dry-based glaciers have limited or no erosive powers, carry
little debris and deposit characteristic sandy tills. The nature
of the glacial deposits varies with the temperature and
different sources of ice. Ice sheet overriding the Dry Valleys
area initially left wet-based (clayey) tills from warm and/or
thick ice on the high plateaux and in range cirques. Later
deposits of cold and/or thin ice are sandy, dry-based tills.
Tills of the deep outlet glaciers associated with overriding
are normally wet-based in the valley floors, changing to
dry-based tills at higher elevations. Local glaciers formed in
the cooler climates since the last overriding were almosr
invariably dry-based, leaving deposits of both redistributed
material and local lithologies. Up-valley invasions by Ross
Sea ice have left extensive valley-floor moraines and tills of
wet-based character and very mixed lithologies. These
deposits interfinger with the deposits of down-valley ice.
Minor uplift of the valleys was contemporaneous with the
glacial events, and shallow fiords filled the Wright and
Taylor Valleys between glaciations.

Antarctic ice volumes are linked to worldwide glacial and
interglacial periods through changing sea levels and the
floating ice shelves. When sea levels fell during the cool
glacials, the ice shelves grounded on the continental shelf
and thickened from local precipitation. Adjacent arid areas,
like the Dry Valleys region, were invaded by inland-flowing
ice of the "marine" Ross Sea glaciations. Meanwhile, the
interior ice sheet became lower because of a diminished
snow supply. During the warmer interglacial periods,
increased continental snowfalls caused the ice sheet to
expand, while the coastal ice shelves retreated, steepening
the gradients and increasing the discharge of the outlet
glaciers.

The "Stable Ice Sheet" Hypothesis
The Antarctic glacial history given here is that of the Dry
Valleys area of McMurdo Sound (fig. I) and is based largely
on recent workin the western Asgard Range and Wright and
Taylor Valleys, which was presented as a case for a stable East
Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) during the Pliocene (Marchant et
al. 1993). The stable EAIS theory postulates that the ice
sheet has been stable for approximately 14 million years, and
that the continent has been subject to unbroken, cold polar
conditions during this period (Sugden et al. 1993, Denton
et al. 1993, Hall et al. 1993, Prentice et al. in press).
Correlations with the Victoria Valley sequence are from
geological mapping work by Isaac et al. ( 1996). The timing
of the major early events given in this chronology is critically
dependent on the reliability of Ar/Ar dates of tephras within
rhe Asgard Range deposits (Marchant et al. 1993) and on
similar dates from Wright Valley (Hall et al. 1993) and
Taylor Valley (Wilch et al. 1993). These events and dates
conflict with the theory that the EAIS collapsed and reformed
during the Pliocene.
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Towards the end of the Miocene, recession of continental
ice was associated with a cooling climate that changed the
nature of the glaciers from wet-based (temperate) to drybased (polar), and glacial erosion effectively ceased beneath
all but deep ice streams.

Prior to 15.2 Ma - late Miocene
Weathering
There followed a period of deep subaerial weathering and
colluviation under cold desert conditions, synchronous
with a fiord in Wright Valley, that produced the highly
oxidised and poorly sorted Koenig Colluvium, with welldeveloped ventifacts (Marchant etal. 1993). This colluvium
is widely distributed throughout the Asgard Range.

15.2-14.8 Ma - local Glaciation Following
Ice-Sheet Withdrawal
FIC. 1 --- The Dry Valleys region, McMurdo Sound.

The "Meltdown" Theory
An alternative hypothesis is based on the presence of Pliocene
marine diatoms in the high-altitude glacial tills of the Sirius
Formation. The presence of the diatoms implies that the
EAIS had collapsed in the Pliocene and open sea existed to
the inland side of the Transantarctic Mountains. A late
Pliocene regrowth of the EArs then overrode the
Transantarctic Mountains, emplacing the diatom-laden
Sirius Formation (Mercer 1972, Webb & Harwood 1987).

GLACiAL HISTORY CHRONOLOGY
The chronology of glacial history in Antarctica and New
Zealand is shown in table 1. This table is a "best guess" in the
face of mutually conflicting or undated data. The Antarctic
part was developed for the gelogical map presented in Isaac
eta! (1996) and is based on papers of the volume Ceografiska
Annaler 75A (4). A full set of all references consulted is given
with the map. The New Zealand part is based mainly on the
review by Suggate (1990).

Ice-Sheet Overriding Prior to 15.2 Ma
The Antarctic glacial record commences over an order of
magnitude earlier than that of temperate regions. The
present landscape was shaped in late Oligocene to upper
Miocene times (table 1) by wet-based continental icc
repeatedly overriding a fluvially dissected landscape (Webb
1990, Hall et al.1993). The earliest evidence of Antarctic
glaciation is from glaciomarine sediments in a McMurdo
Sound Sediment and Tectonic Studies (MSSTS) core, which
indicate the presence of icebergs from 31 Ma in Late
Oligocene (Harwood 1986). From this extensive period,
wet-based tills of the Sirius Formation, containing in situ
wood fragments of Nothofogus sp. and diatom assemblages
of inferred early Pliocene age, survive on the oldest high
surfaces of the Transantarctic Mountains (Mercer 1972,
McKelvey et a! 1991).

Following the withdrawal of continental ice, an early episode
of alpine glaciation in the western Asgard Range is recorded
by Sessrumnir Till, found in the base of depressions in
Asgard Range cirques. Underlying bedrock striae indicate
down-valley ice flows (Marchant et a! 1993). The till is of
a wet -based glacier origin, probably from a local glacier, and
antedates volcanic ash deposits of 15.2-14.8 Ma.

15-13.6 Ma - The last Ice-Sheet
Expansion
The last major ice-sheet expansion event is recorded by
three till deposits. Asgard Till records rising ice levels at the
mouths of the high cirques, Jotunheim Till comprises
mainly redistributed deposits recording climax ice levels,
and Peleus Till was left in the main valleys by the associated
outlet glaciers. There are no deposits recording recession of
this event, although the Bull Drift deposits of Victoria
Valley suggest a complex of rising and falling icc levels (Isaac
etal. 1996).
Deposits of Asgard Till are directed into the mouths of
cirques along the Asgard, Olympus and Apocalypse Ranges
(Claridge & Campbell 1978, Marchant et rd. 1993) and are
interpreted as a still-stand during rising levels of this event.
The age of the deposit is greater than 13.6 million years
inferred from volcanic ash found in sand wedges (Marchant
et al. 1993).
J otunheim Till represents the culmination of thick
northeast-flowing ice that engulfed the Asgard Range and
reworked colluvial deposits, rock glacier deposits and
regolith (Denton et al. 1984, Marchant et al. 1990). The
ice flowing through the Asgard Range was close to pressure
melting point and is associated with meltwater erosion
features and wet-based abrasion of the low-lying cirque
headwall saddles. Ash dates indicate that the event finished
prior to 10.5 Ma and probably occurred berween 15.21
14.8 and 13.6 Ma (Marchant et at. 1993).
This whole period of the last ice-sheet overriding is
represented by Peleus Till which blankets much of the
floor and southern wall of Wright Valley, with its upper
limit descending eastward from 1150 m elevation. Peleus
Till overlies Miocene glaciomarine silt in DVDP4a in Lake
Vanda (Cartwright et al. 1974). In the middle of Wright
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Valley, the till is overlain by Alpine III and IV moraines of
local alpine glaciers. The volume and variety of Bull Drift
deposits surviving in Victoria Valley suggest that the Peleus
was a multiple, long-duration episode (Isaac et al. 1996).

12.5-5.5 Ma -

Alpine Cirques Empty

From 12.5 to 5.5 Ma the alpine cirques were empty of ice
during a long period of cold desert climate, and the Alpine
glaciers did not acquire their present form until about
5.5 Ma, when the Alpine IV and Alpine III expansions
entered the shallow Jason Fiord which filled Wright Valley
prior to tectonic uplift to present levels. From 4oAr/39Ar and
other dates, the Alpine IV expansion was constrained to
>3.7 Ma and the Alpine III to <3.5 Ma, probably berween
3.2 and 2.5 Ma (Hall et al. 1993). The correlatives in
Victoria Valley are extensive deposits of younger Bull Drift.

12.5 Ma to c. 3 Ma -

PLATE 1
Moraines of higher levels of the Taylor Glacier in Arena
Valley. Taylor Glacier and Asgard Range in background.

Cold Desert Cooling

Following withdrawal of overriding ice, the ice sheet underwent modest expansions to leave the 9.5 Ma Quartermain
Drift, and final Bull Drift events in Victoria Valley. During
climate cooling and deglaciation from c. 7 Ma, the ice sheet
and outlet glaciers have no recorded fluctuations until about
3 Ma, when the Taylor IVb moraine (pI. 1) records the
greatest expansion in the last 3.47 Ma (Wilch et al. 1993).

E::::J Present shoreline
~ Pleistocene low shoreline

NORTH

ISLAND

~ Present glaciers

~ Ice extent, Otira maximum

2.5-1.8 Ma -

Worldwide Cooling

[SJ Principal areas of aggradation
~ Pliocene gravels

There is no terrestrial record of this period in Antarctica;
presumably all glaciers retreated to behind their present
limits. However, New Zealand glaciations commenced at
this time.

New Zealand Pliocene Glaciations
The New Zealand terrestrial glacial record begins in the Late
Pliocene when the main South Island mountain ranges had
been rising for perhaps rwo million years (Suggate 1990).
The earliest definitive glacial deposit is till of the Ross
Glaciation found at Ross in Westland (fig. 2). (Note that
this name has no connection with the Antarctic Ross Sea
glaciations.) The steeply dipping till lies conformably on
Pliocene marine beds and is overlain by marine sandstone
and conglomerate oflate Pliocene age (Gage 1945). Towards
the northeast, extensive accumulations of weathered gravels
are attributed to the Ross Glaciation. Associated with and
overlying the Ross deposits are thoroughlyweathered Pliocene
conglomerates of the Old Man Group. Both of these
weathered gravel formations are attributed to an increase of
glacial activity. In a separate area to the northeast, weathered
till, lake silt and gravel of the Porika Formation (c. 2.1 Ma)
lie on basement near the Alps and extend northwards to rest
on the extensive Moutere Gravel. Age relationships have
been coarsely estimated from pollen floras (Mildenhall &
Suggate 1981).
The principal on-land records of both late Pliocene and
early Pleistocene time are the marine units from the
Wanganui Basin of the western North Island. Here the

44"

44"

FIG. 2 - New Zealand South Island showing present and
Pleistocene glacial extents and shorelines, together with Pliocene
and Pleistocene aggradation gravels.

"first marked faunal evidence of cooling of the seas in New
Zealand was the abrupt appearance of subantarctic taxa"
(Beu et al. 1987), considered to be c. 2.4 Ma (Edwards
1987). If this earliest major cooling is associated with the
Ross Glaciation, it is no better dated than the 2.6-2.4 Ma
range.
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AGE

Ka
0
6
12

0
la
2

Interglacial

ARANUIAN

2

Glacial

3

70
80
90
100
110
120
130
185

5
5a
5b
5c
5d
5e

3a
3c
4

2.5-3.2 Ma

3.5-3.9 Ma
3.9 Ma
4.2 Ma
5.5 Ma

ANTARCTICA
CLIMATE

'Waiho
'Kumara 3 tPouller
:j:Acheron
oHawea
Minor Interval
'Kumara 22
Cold desert
tBlackwater 2
:j:Bayfield 3
tBlackwater 1
:j:Bayfield 1,2
°Mt Iron
Important Interval
20-60 Ka
'Kumara 21
cool glacial
tOtarama
:j:Tui Ck
-Albert Town
70 -130 Ka

Interglacial

6
6f

Glacial

Interglacial

1.2Ma,
2.7-2.97
Ma

OTIRAN

2b

27
28
53
60

2.0M
2.5M

STAGES

EVENTS

18

340
310
410 - 445
445 - 510
510 - 540
540 - 550
550-610
610-655
655 - 680
680 - 710
710 - 730
730 - 760
760 - 785
785 - 900
1 -1.5Ma
423Ka
>lMa

ZEALAND

WORLD
EVENTS

16.5
15.3

210
280
300
310
341

NEW
016/18
Stage

14

TABLE 1
an Antarctic-New Zealand correlation

KAIHINU

WAIMEAN

ICE SHEET
& OUTLET
GLACIERS

Taylor 1

ALPINE &
VALLEYS

ROSS ICE
SHELF

Alpine I
To 12.2 Ka
Packard Drifl

Ross Sea I

Packard
Drift
Contraction

Taylor II
116Ka

warm,
Interglacial
'Kumara 1
tWoodstock
:j:Woodlands
oLuggate

Alpine II
<3.3Ma
Packard Drift

Ross Sea II
Packard

KARORO

Drift
Taylor III

7

8

Ross Sea

Glacial WAIMAUNGAN 'Hohonu
tAvoca
Un-named
Interglacial

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Glacial

NEMONAN

Interqlacial
Glacial
Interolacial
Glacial
Interglacial
Glacial
Interglacial
Glacial
Interglacial
Glacial
Interqlacial
Glacial
Cool

'Cockeye Fm
:j:Hororata Fm

350 Ka
cool

oLindis ?

Cool

Ross Sea
Vida
Drift

oLowburn ?

Cool

oLowburn ?

Cool

Ross Sea

Cool

Ross Sea

Cool

Ross Sea

Cool

Ross Sea

oNorthburn
Cold desert

Worldwide
cooling
1.8-2.5 Ma

Ross Sea

Taylor IVa
>lMa

'PORIKA
(2.1 - 2.2 Ma)
'ROSS
(2.4 - 2.6 Ma)
Cold desert. Taylor IVb
Greatest
2.1-7.4 Ma
gl.expansion
in last 3.47
Ma
Modest
expansion
De-glaciation
Marine
invasion

Alpinelll

Cold desert

Hart Ash
Marine invasi()n
shallow FIORD
Alpine Qlaciers
take present
form.

Cold desert
Deglaciation

AlpineN
>3.7Ma

Ross Sea
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TABLE 1 _. cont.
5.1-7 Ma

Cooling

eet
growth
Quartermain
Drift 7.411.6 Ma

9±1.5 Ma

12-13.6

Ma
13.6 Ma

Overtaken
by
Ice Sheet

10-15 Ma

Ice sheet
growth

Late
Miocene
5-11

Withdrawn

Withdrawn

14.BM
Cooling
15.2M
Overtaken
by
ice sheet

Shaping of
glacial
valleys by
prolonged
wet-based
erosion
Oldest
glaciomarine
record
(MSSTS)

25

31 Ma

PRE-

GLACIAL

EROSION

* Westland

t
:I:

Waimakariri R.
Rakaia R.
• Clutha R.

New Zealand Early to Mid Pleistocene

Antarctic Early to Mid Pleistocene

After the Pliocene, apart from sparse evidence from Westland
and weathered gravels in the upper Clutha Valley, there
follows a major gap of well over a million years in the South
Island record of glacial deposits (Suggate 1990). Combined
effects of rapid uplift and erosion have destroyed most
evidence oEglaciation from c. 2.1 Ma until the last 0.35 Ma.
Westland evidence is from marine terraces which may
extend back to 0.7 Ma, inferred to represent interglacial
episodes alternating with glacial outwash surfaces. In the
upper Clutha Valley (pi. 2), Northburn, Lowburn and
Lindis Tills and Gravels have yielded U/Th dates that
indicate that the Lindis event is of Isotope Stage 10 or 12
and that N orthburn deposits may be up to one million years
in age (McSaveney et at. 1992).

It has been demonstrated that local and alpine glaciers
expanded during Pleistocene interglacial periods (Hendy et
al. 1979, Denton et al. 1989) and the complex Vida Drifts
of Victoria Valley (Calkin 1971) are assigned to these
warmer events. Small expansions of the ice sheet and
corresponding rise in outlet glacier levels, also assumed to be
in response to interglacial warming, are represented by the
Taylor IVa moraines (pI. 1). Inland-flowing Ross Sea
glaciations characterise the Pleistocene interglacials (Stuiver
et al. 1981). Widespread drifts of erratics in the floors of
most main valleys are attributed to these early Ross Sea
events.
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New Zealand Mid to Late Pleistocene
Glaciations
The mid to Late Pleistocene glaciations took place in a
setting substantially similar to that of the present day, where
valley glaciers characterise all glaciated catchments. Water
was plentiful, enabling enormous fluvioglacial deposits like
the Canterbury Plains, rather than periglacial features, to be
fllfmed. Judged by the generally similar extenrs of glaciers
during the late Pleistocene, conditions for all were basically
similar to the last, Otiran Glaciation, when temperature
depressions of between 4° and GOC have been estimated.
Deposits offour glaciations commencing at Oxygen Isotope
Stage 10 have been identified (Suggate 1990). The Westland
glacial sequence appears to have the most complete record
(Suggate 1990) and is used here as a reference sequence for
the South Island glacial chronology.

PLATE 2
The older glacial deposits ofthe upper Clutha River, the oldest
sequence of glacial events recognised in New Zealand. Ice
limits indicated are: No, Northburn; Lo, Lowburn; Li, Lindis
and Lindis moraine.

Antarctic Mid to Late Pleistocene
Interglacials
The moraines of all the late Pleistocene events are close
to the present glaciers, lying in positions similar to the
"Litde Ice Age" moraines of temperate glaciers elsewhere in
the world. This indicates that Pleistocene fluctuations have
been remarkably small, with recession to behind the present
ice extents the most probable dominant position.
Local alpine glaciers expanded during interglacials. From
40Ar/39 Ar and other dates, the Alpine II glaciation in Wright
Valley is constrained to <3.2 Ma and, from surfaces having
soil-weathering stage 2 (Hall et al. 1993), is probably late
Quaternary in age. The c. 120 ka Taylor II Drift is
tentatively correlated with Alpine II moraines (Denton et
al. 1993). The hummocky Packard Drift of the Victoria
Valley floor grades back to ice-cored moraines of the present
glaciers. Packard Drift is undated, but the degree of
weathering indicates a mid to late Pleistocene age (Calkin
1971) and is tentatively allocated an age range from Taylor
III to the present. Taylor I and Alpine I moraines are in
contact with present ice and are younger than 12 000 years.

Antarctic Mid to Late Pleistocene Glacials
The Ross Sea drifts, reaching elevations of300--400 m, were
deposited in the valleys and around the coasts of the Dry
Valleys area by infilling of McMurdo Sound by grounded
ice (Stuiver et ai. 1981). This ice lifted the profiles of the
outlet glaciers, where lateral drift sheets record the fluctuations
of Ross Sea ice levels (Denton et al. 1989). Associated with
the Ross Sea glacials were massive lakes of meltwater which
filled the valleys dammed by the inflowing ice. Both Otiran
(Wisconsin) and Waimean (Illinoian) have been recognised
as Ross Sea I and Ross Sea II respectively, but earlier events
have not been differentiated away from outlet glacier marginal
drifts. Massive late Wisconsin/Holocene recession of Ross I
grounded ice from McMurdo Sound was underway at
13000 yr BP and completed by 6000 yr BP.

The Character of Westland Glaciations
Glacial sequences of the South Island differ in character east
and west of the Divide. North Westland deposits range from
valley glacier moraines and down-valley outwash trains of
the Buller River area, to piedmont ice of the Grey and
Taramakau Rivers and large valley glaciers that flowed out
to sea south of Hokitika (fig. 2).
In the northern sector, uplift has preserved a sequence of
interglacial shorelines cut into the glacial outwash plains.
This unique relationship of moraine, outwash surface and
marine cliffs has enabled a detailed dated sequence of late
Pleistocene events to be established for north Westland
(Suggate 1990). At least six shorelines extending up to
80 m above present sea level have been recognised, the
highest being substantially older than the N emona
Glaciation (table 1).

Character of the Glacial Sequences of the
Eastern South Island
To the east of the Main Divide, the glaciations are
characterised by couples of moraines and their outwash
surfaces, each couple being successively higher and further
down-valley, and each outwash steeper, with age (Gage
1958, Soons 1963). The main features used for correlation
have been the youngest principal moraines and outwash
aggradational surfaces in each area. Radiocarbon dates
constrain the later Otiran events, while older advances are
correlated on the basis of weathering of gravels and
physiographic development. External data from sites such as
the DSDP off-shore drill Site 594 (Nelson etal. 1985) have
permitted marine Oxygen Isotope Stages to be tentatively
applied to the terrestrial glacial sequences (table 1).

The Last Major New Zealand Pleistocene
Advance
The last major Pleistocene advance is quite well constrained
by radiocarbon dates, commencing somewhat before
22.3 ka and culminating at 18 ka (Suggate [990). All
associated pollen floras indicate cold conditions. The younger
and smaller Kumara 3 advance is less well dated and probably

Glacial records occurred between about 16 and 14 ka. The rapid warming
at c. 14 ka heralded the demise of (he huge Pleis(Ocene
glaciers and the beginning of the present (Aranuian)
interglacial. There followed several dated but poorly
correlated "late glacial" readvances between 12 and 8 ka
before the interglacial climatic optimum of the Holocene. A
south Westland moraine, the Waiho Loop, has yidded a
number of radiocarbon dates, many of which are coincident
with (he commencement of the Northern Hemisphere
Younger Dryas event (11 000 14C yr BP).

The New Zealand Holocene
Throughout the Southern Alps, glaciers contracted rapidly
to a small fraction of their Pleistocene extents, between 12
and 9 ka but with a number of dated re-advances (Gallatly
et al. J 988). Several moraines have been dated in the period
9000 to 7600 yr BP, although there is other evidence of
marked warming between 9000 and 5000 yr BP. Neoglacial
activity commenced at 5000 yr BP and continued to the
present, with numerous well-documented glacial fluctuations. Nested morai nes indicate that the advances
diminished in size only slightly towards the present.

PRESENT GLACIER EQUILIBRIUM
Antarctica
The present glaciers ofthe Dry Valleys are approximately in
equilibrium (Bull &Carnein 1970, Chinn 1985). Movement
rates of the polar glaciers are two orders of magnitude slower
than those of temperate glaciers, and so arc the changes.
Measured changes of frontal positions show that these
glaciers are fluctuating in proportion to their flow and
ablation regimes as dynamically as do temperate glaciers.
Both advances and recessions are presently occurring, but
there is no trend towards either advance or retreat. Many of
the present cirque glacier moraines arc disproportionately
large for the size of the glacier, suggesting that these glaciers
have remained within the confines of their existing moraines
for at least 3 ro 5 million years.

New Zealand
The New Zealand glaciers have been receding, often
dramatically, from their maximum "Little Ice Age" extents
attained rowards the end of last century. However, since
1983 tbere has been a reversal of this trend, and currently
almost all of the glaciers are advancing (Chinn 1995).
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